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Summary: Geopolitics and central banks in focus  

Global equities rebounded by 5.8% in June (USD terms), while global government bonds 

edged lower by 0.1% (USD, hedged terms). Key themes included: 

• Economic activity generally appears to soften, though US data seem resilient;  

• Major central banks commit to further tightening amid sticky core inflation;  

• China cuts several key lending rates, as economic rebound loses momentum. 
 

Following Ukraine’s long-awaited counteroffensive, Putin’s rule appeared to be challenged 

domestically. The Wagner Group – a Russian paramilitary organisation which had 

expressed discontent with its military leaders – marched towards Moscow, though the 

protest was short-lived. US-China tensions appeared to de-escalate after Antony Blinken, 

the US Secretary of State, unexpectedly held a meeting with Xi during his Beijing trip. Stock 

market participation broadened in June, with all sectors in positive territory following a very 

lopsided May. Elsewhere, Saudi Arabia announced further oil production cuts at the 

OPEC+ meeting, but Brent Crude only rose by 3.1% in June. European natural gas prices 

rose sharply last month (+38%) but remain around 90% below last year’s highs.  
 

US: Robust growth; Inflation moderating; Fed’s hawkish pause 

US hard data remained robust in May: core retail sales (+0.4%) and core durable goods 

orders (+0.7%) were both stronger than expected, while housing activity – home sales, 

building permits and housing starts – also rebounded. The ISM Manufacturing PMI 

declined to 46 in June, though the closely-watched New Orders sub-index rose to 45.6 (still 

contractionary). Tentative signs of a cooling labour market were evident: the 

unemployment rate increased to 3.7%, while timely initial jobless claims briefly rose to late-

2021 levels. Headline inflation fell sharply to 4% (y/y), but core inflation only edged down 

to 5.3%. The Fed paused for the first time in 15 months – with the target rate range at 5-

5.25% – although the updated dot plot indicated two further 25bps hikes later this year.  
 

Europe: Slowing activity; Sticky UK CPI; Tightening continues 

Business surveys continued to soften in June, though the Composite PMIs remained in 

“expansion” territory in both the UK and eurozone. Downwardly revised GDP figures 

showed that the euro area entered a technical recession in the first quarter, while the 

monthly UK GDP data revealed a modest expansion in April (+0.2%). Inflation was 

disappointingly sticky in the UK: the headline rate was unchanged at 8.7% (y/y) in May and 

core inflation accelerated to 7.1% – its highest reading since 1992. Headline inflation in the 

euro area fell to 5.5%, although core inflation edged up to 5.4% in June. Central banks 

continued to raise their respective policy rates, including the ECB (+25bps to 3.5%), BoE 

(+50bps to 5%), SNB (+25bps to 1.75%), and even the Central Bank of Turkey (+650bps 

to 15%). In the political sphere, Sunak and Biden signed the “Atlantic Declaration”, with a 

goal to increase UK-US trade and cooperation in critical minerals, defence and other areas. 
 

ROW: PBoC eases; Japan’s inflation backdrop; BoJ still dovish 

China’s economic rebound slowed in May: retail sales decelerated to 12.7% (y/y), as did 

industrial production to 3.5%. The timely NBS PMIs continued to signal expansion in the 

non-manufacturing sector (53.2) and a modest contraction in manufacturing (49.0) in June. 

Moreover, the PBoC announced marginal cuts to several key lending rates. In Japan, the 

Tankan Business Conditions surveys signalled a stronger second quarter in both the 

manufacturing and non-manufacturing sectors. Core inflation crept up to 4.3% – its highest 

reading since 1981 – yet the BoJ made no adjustments to its yield curve control policy. 

Performance figures (as of 30/06/2023 in local currency) 

Fixed Income Yield 1M % YTD % 

US 10 Yr  3.84% -1.3% 1.6% 

UK 10 Yr  4.38% -1.7% -3.3% 

Swiss 10 Yr  0.96% -0.8% 5.4% 

German 10 Yr  2.39% -1.1% 2.3% 

Global Govt (hdg $) 3.16% -0.1% 3.1% 

Global IG (hdg $) 5.28% 0.1% 3.1% 

Global HY (hdg $) 9.20% 2.1% 4.9% 
    

Equity Index Level 1M % YTD % 

MSCI ACWI ($) 362 5.8% 13.9% 

S&P 500 4,450 6.6% 16.9% 

MSCI UK 14,178 1.2% 2.6% 

SMI 11,280 0.6% 8.3% 

Euro Stoxx 50 4,399 4.4% 19.2% 

DAX 16,148 3.1% 16.0% 

CAC 7,400 4.5% 17.4% 

Hang Seng 18,916 4.5% -2.8% 

MSCI EM ($) 510 3.8% 4.9% 
    

Currencies (trade-weighted)         1M %     YTD % 

US Dollar   -0.3% 0.0% 

Euro   2.4% 4.2% 

Yen   -3.0% -7.3% 

Pound Sterling   1.7% 4.6% 

Swiss Franc   0.9% 3.1% 

Chinese Yuan   -1.9% -4.0% 
    

Commodities Level 1M % YTD % 

Gold ($/oz) 1,919 -2.2% 5.2% 

Brent ($/bl) 74.90 3.1% -12.8% 

Copper ($/t) 8,322 3.1% -0.5% 

Source: Bloomberg, Rothschild & Co 
 

Implied policy rates  
Estimates derived from OIS curves (%) 

 
Footnote: three-month tenor; USD - SOFR, GBP - SONIA, EUR - ESTR  
Source: Bloomberg, Rothschild & Co., 01.01.2018 – 31.12.2027 
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Important information 

This content is produced by Rothschild & Co Wealth Management UK Limited, Rothschild & Co Bank AG and Rothschild & Co Vermögensverwaltung GmbH for information and marketing purposes only. This 

content does not constitute a personal recommendation or an offer or invitation to buy or sell securities or any other banking or investment product.   

Nothing in this content constitutes legal, accounting or tax advice. The value of investments, and the income from them, can go down as well as up, and you may not recover the amount of your original 

investment. Past performance should not be taken as a guide to future performance. Investing for return involves the acceptance of risk: performance aspirations are not and cannot be guaranteed. Should you 

change your outlook concerning your investment objectives and/or your risk and return tolerance(s), please contact your client adviser. Where an investment involves exposure to a foreign currency, changes 

in rates of exchange may cause the value of the investment, and the income from it, to go up or down.  

Income may be produced at the expense of capital returns. Portfolio returns will be considered on a “total return” basis meaning returns are derived from both capital appreciation or depreciation as reflected in 

the prices of your portfolio's investments and from income received from them by way of dividends and coupons.  

Holdings in example or real discretionary portfolios shown herein are detailed for illustrative purposes only and are subject to change without notice. As with the rest of this content, they must not be considered 

as a solicitation or recommendation for separate investment.  

Although the information and data herein are obtained from sources believed to be reliable, no representation or warranty, expressed or implied, is or will be made and, save in the case of fraud, no 

responsibility or liability is or will be accepted by Rothschild & Co Bank AG as to or in relation to the fairness, accuracy or completeness of this content or the information forming the basis of this content or for 

any reliance placed in this content by any person whatsoever. In particular, no representation or warranty is given as to the achievement or reasonableness of any future projections, targets, estimates or 

forecasts contained in this content. Furthermore, all opinions and data used in this content are subject to change without prior notice.  

This content is distributed in Switzerland by Rothschild & Co Bank AG and in the UK by Rothschild & Co Wealth Management UK Limited. Law or other regulation may restrict the distribution of this content in 

certain jurisdictions. Accordingly, recipients of this content should inform themselves about and observe all applicable legal and regulatory requirements. For the avoidance of doubt, neither this content nor any 

copy thereof may be sent to or taken into the United States or distributed in the United States or to a US person. References in this content to Rothschild & Co are to any of the various companies in the 

Rothschild & Co Continuation Holdings AG operating/trading under the name “Rothschild & Co” and not necessarily to any specific Rothschild & Co company. None of the Rothschild & Co companies outside 

the UK are authorised under the UK Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 and accordingly, in the event that services are provided by any of these companies, the protections provided by the UK regulatory 

system for private customers will not apply, nor will compensation be available under the UK Financial Services Compensation Scheme. If you have any questions on this content, your portfolio or any 

elements of our services, please contact your client adviser.  

The Rothschild & Co group includes the following wealth management businesses (amongst others): Rothschild & Co Wealth Management UK Limited. Registered in England No 04416252. Registered office: 

New Court, St Swithin's Lane, London, EC4N 8AL. Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Rothschild & Co Bank International Limited. Registered office: St Julian's Court, St Julian's 

Avenue, St Peter Port, Guernsey, GY1 3BP. Licensed and regulated by the Guernsey Financial Services Commission for the provision of Banking and Investment Services. Rothschild & Co Bank AG. 

Registered office: Zollikerstrasse 181, 8034 Zurich, Switzerland. Authorised and regulated by the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority (FINMA).  

 


